Alternative Photography as an Ethnographic Method
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Anthropology has a contentious history with photography. Early examples illustrated written texts with classificatory images of racial types, with sitters posed against backdrops that measured and objectified them. As such, they were 'embedded in the power relations of imperialism' and continued the 'objectifying gaze of the colonial project'.
1 Subsequently, images were neglected as the discipline went through something of an identity crisis, and images were seen as entangled within this problematic past. 2 In the last 50 years, however, some anthropologists have become increasingly aware of the creative potential of using visual methods ethically and collaboratively in their research. With these early methods, before the development of reproducible negatives, practitioners placed objects directly onto photosensitive surfaces, exposing them to light and leaving behind a trace of something real. Though they were no doubt striving for realism and progress, reproducible colour images were perhaps not yet even on their minds as a possibility.
Artists are now increasingly returning to these methods, shown in a wonderful and thorough collection in Geoffrey Batchen's book Emanations. 6 The 'direct contact between us and the world' that Batchen describes of photograms is especially relevant to my own research. 7 I am exploring sensory experiences of climate change, and the impacts on sense of place and the environment. I will research changes in local ecology, weather and seasonal patterns, and how they are felt and discussed in Swedish
Lapland. Photograms can be a way to explore ecology, to make a kind of record of organic matter that can convey more than just a direct reproduction of the object. The above images are all photograms. Made by placing the plant directly on the photographic paper, they leave a ghostly trace of the plant's outline.
At first glance, perhaps, these images are not so helpful in anthropological endeavours. However, rather than just being a mode of dissemination, visual imagery can be a valuable methodological tool.
Photographs are not only studied as material objects, but can be used actively in fieldwork in collaborative encounters with participants. Such an engagement with artistic practice forms a valuable methodology for discovering ethnographic data in the field. Artists 'learn through making', literally research through practice, while the ethnographer is classically more analytical and text based. 8 Therefore, bringing the two together can form a productive harmony and provide synchronous approaches to fieldwork.
Photography is not just a means to show a final concept, but a way of exploring the world and learning about ongoing processes and emotions. Furthermore, Wright and Schneider argue that there is a shared practice to art and anthropology that points to a productive interdisciplinary potential, but it must do more than serve to illustrate a written text. We need, they argue, a new and creative approach to visual methods. The blue images shown here are cyanotypes, historically used in botanical records and blueprints. The above example is a contact print made using an enlarged negative, printed onto transparency film and exposed onto the photo-sensitive cyanotype paper.
Unlike the black and white images, they do not require darkroom processing and can be made using prepared paper and rinsing in water to fix. Their distinctive colour can be a creative tool for research;
for example, it can be used to emulate the 'blue hour': the colour of the Nordic sky before the sunset. As with the other photograms, they are a record of something real, but also imply something removed and non-existent. In this way, they can be a method to explore memory and affect. These images can be used with participants in the field to slow down conversations about experiences and place-making. They can be used to discuss local ecology and record traces of those that are threatened, those that are changing, or those that are new.
These images can then be part of further experimentation. Text can be drawn into the image itself using transparent labels exposed with the plant, as below, or written into the print. In the above example, I typed into the photogram with a typewriter while the image was still wet from the final darkroom rinse. This allows the text to be stamped into the image itself and not just an inky surface overlaying the paper. This is a way to play with the relationship between images and text in research, and questions the separation of the two in ethnographic writing. Rather than presenting stories and vignettes alongside portraits in an ethnographic monograph, this method allows the stories to be interwoven in the very substance of the image; the text is an intervention into the physical trace of the initial object.
Figure 7
Above is another such example of this, using archive photography rather than photograms. I froze an old archive print of my grandmother, and re-photographed it back in the landscape, before typing into the print as before. Images are often used in photo-elicitation sessions to spark memories and contextualise events, and this is a new way to engage with pre-existing images. With the full permission of participants, images could be copied and used in such ways to instigate new conversations about experience and memory. In this way, these methods allow us to view experience as complicated and multi-faceted.
Figure 8
In this example, a contact print was made using an enlarged negative. However, instead of submerging the print in a developer, I splashed the chemical onto the exposed paper making this mottled effect at the edges. This could be a way to play with the haziness of memory and the experience of changing landscapes.
We have inherited a strange way of perceiving experience thanks to Descartes and his binary opposition of the body and the mind: we believe ourselves to be somehow separated from the world and experiencing it only through our cognitive reflection. 10 Increasingly, scholars are arguing that this is a profoundly unhelpful way to view the world. Phenomenology is a broad philosophical approach that, while encompassing many variations, can allow for an exploration of lived experience, rather than purely conscious reflection. One branch of phenomenology that has been embraced by some anthropologists evolves from the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and explores how people experience the world with their bodies through their senses in habitual, subconscious, daily engagements with their environment.
11
Ingold has written extensively on this form of phenomenology, and asks us to view this entangled process of knowing and experiencing the environment as a 'meshwork of interwoven lines' rather than a network of separable objects.
12
The methods that I have discussed, namely photograms and images overlaid with text, might be a good way of exploring and representing such 'meshworks' visually. for multi-media work, digital processes, or putting images back into the landscape through projection and installation works. Instead of trying to show the world as it 'is', we can try and show how the world is felt and experienced by the people with whom we work. Instead of having the researcher on one side solely photographing the participants from behind a camera, the anthropologist can make these imageobjects together with participants and create new conversations around them. It is a new way, using old techniques, of utilising that which is fundamental to photography: traces of light, shaped in the pursuit of (some) understanding. 
